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Capybaras eat grass next to a street in a gated community
in Tigre, Buenos Aires province. — AFP photos

Capybaras are pictured by a woman while eating grass next to a street in a gated
community in Tigre.

People queue to enter the Universal Studios Beijing theme park during an invitation-only test run in
Beijing yesterday, ahead of its opening on September 20. — AFP photos

Lions and cheetahs are closer to
extinction than the authoritative Red
List of Threatened Species suggests,

according to conservation scientists who
warn that sharp drops in populations
could be going undetected. Africa’s mar-
quee big cats are currently listed as “vul-
nerable”, but with declines in lion numbers
close to the threshold for a higher risk cat-
egory and heated debate over how many
cheetahs are actually left in the wild,
experts are asking if this is enough. An
“uplisting” does not guarantee protection,

they say, but it would more accurately
reflect their dire situation and could chan-
nel resources to help them survive in the
wild, where they are most recently men-
aced by poaching and the pet trade.

The stone lions guarding Beijing’s
Forbidden City, the bronze ones at
Admiral Nelson’s feet on Trafalgar
Square, the constellation Leo and the
emblems of a score of top European
football clubs all attest to the cultural
significance of these majestic crea-
tures. But as apex predators, they are
also lynchpins in their ecosystems-as
South African conservationist Paul
Funston puts it, the “big daddy holding
a lot of things in place.” For half a cen-

tury, the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List
has classified species along a spectrum
from “least concern” and “near threat-
ened” to “vulnerable”, “endangered”,
“critically endangered” and “extinct in
the wild”.

Broadly, if at least half the population of
a species is lost within three generations,
it moves to a more threatened category.
Last stop on the slide to oblivion is
“extinct”. Threatened status can trigger
national protective measures, restrictions

in international trade and funding from
states or NGOs. Lions and cheetahs were
both reconfirmed as “vulnerable” in 2014
and are unlikely to change category in a
Red List update at the IUCN congress in
Marseille, from Friday. But some experts
want the IUCN to go further.

“Cheetahs should be classified as
‘endangered’,” Sarah Durant, an expert
on cheetahs and a member of the IUCN’s
cat specialist group, told AFP via Zoom.
Following the 2014 assessment, to which
she contributed, Durant and another 50
conservation experts made that case in a
peer-reviewed study. One-size-fits-all cri-
teria applied by the IUCN, they argued, do
not do justice to all species.

Catastrophic declines 
Overall, the cheetah’s global numbers

were estimated to have dropped about 30
percent to roughly 7,000 over the space
of three generations, or 15 years. To put
that in perspective, the ratio of people to
cheetahs on Earth is roughly a million-to-
one. While steep, the decline was still well
short of the 50-percent threshold for an
uplisting to “endangered”. But that
assessment is likely over-optimistic, sci-
entists say, because the data comes over-
whelmingly from protected areas, such as
national parks and game reserves, even
though that is not where most cheetahs
are found.

About three-quarters of the big cat’s
range-and an estimated two-thirds of its
population-is in unprotected zones
where the solitary feline must contend
with scarce prey, fragmented habitat and
deadly encounters with pastoralists
defending their livestock. “We’re meas-
uring population decline in the area
where they’re actually doing best,”
Durant said. More long-term, the picture
is even bleaker.

The cheetah was once a top predator
across most of Africa, the Middle East,
central Asia and India, but today it occu-
pies only a sliver-less than 10 percent-of
its historic range. And since 1900, their
numbers have dropped by more than 90
percent. “These are catastrophic
declines,” said Durant, a professor in con-
servation science at the Zoological
Society of London. Lions have not fared
better, even if their population in the wild
exceeds 20,000, said Funston, senior
director of the lion program at conserva-
tion NGO Panthera. In the 2014 assess-
ment, to which he contributed, their global
population was found to have dropped by
43 percent over three generations — 21
years-missing a reclassification threshold
by a whisker.

Hunted 
Unlike cheetahs, lions live in groups, or

prides, and almost exclusively within pro-
tected areas. But that doesn’t mean they
are always easy to locate. “Every time we
go and look in any real detail, we find that
there are fewer lions than we thought, typ-
ically three, four, even ten-fold fewer,”
Funston told AFP. In 2017, Funston led an
intensive survey of two large national

parks in southeastern Angola where con-
servation authorities had put the popula-
tion at about 1,000.

“Actual numbers were so low we
couldn’t derive a proper scientific esti-
mate,” he said. “We concluded that there
were 10 to 30 lions left.” The top driver of
lion decline is industrial-scale bush-meat
poaching, either of the lions themselves
or their prey. Trophy hunting, habitat loss
and conflict with humans also menace the
animals.

‘Influencer’ effect 
Since 2014, new threats have

emerged. “Particularly in southern Africa,
we are suddenly seeing an increase in the
poaching of lions for body parts”-especial-
ly teeth, claws and bones-to supply a
booming market in Southeast Asia and
China for bogus health and virility elixirs,
Funston said. This illegal traffic has been
spurred on by South Africa’s decade-old
and controversial commercial captive lion-
breeding industry, according to a recent
report he co-authored.

From 2011 to 2019, poaching for body
parts-evident from the dismembered car-
casses left behind-accounted for more
than 60 percent of all lion mortality within
Limpopo National Park in Mozambique,
with a clear increase from 2014 onwards.
For cheetahs, the new threat comes from
the Gulf states, where a demand for pets

has fuelled a brisk trade in cubs, especial-
ly from the horn of Africa, where a sub-
species teeters on the brink of extinction.

Social networks are driving a demand
for live big cats as well. “Influencers are
flying out of Dubai to get photographed
with a cheetah or lion to boost Instagram
traffic,” Durant said, highlighting a recent
expose by the website Bellingcat. One
key to protection is investment. In central
and western Africa, spending is only
about $50-$100 annually per square kilo-
meter, according to Funston. Little won-
der, he said, that both regions have lost
more than 90 percent of their large
wildlife.

In southern Africa however, where lion
populations have gone up, $500 to $800
is invested annually per square kilometer.
Craig Hilton-Taylor, who heads the IUCN’s
Red List Unit, defended its classification
process as “robust” and said experts
looked at a full range of issues.

But he acknowledged that without the
efforts of southern African countries, “the
lion would have been uplisted from ‘vul-
nerable’ to ‘endangered’.” “If the experts
do the assessment again, and project for-
ward rather than just looking in the past,
they might be able to get it over the
threshold,” he told AFP. — AFP

In this file photo cheetah Afra and her seven
weeks old cubs are seen in their enclosure at
Schoenbrunn Zoo in Vienna. — AFP photos

In this file photo a young cheetah rests at the
‘Safari de Peaugres’ zoo park near Peaugres,
southeastern France.

In this file photo a lion rests in an enclosure at the sanctuary in Jerash, some 50 kilometers north
of the Jordanian capital.

In Argentina, giant
rodents vie with
the rich for top
real estate

Families of a giant rodent native to
South America have been invading a
luxury gated community in Argentina,

highlighting the country’s controversial
environmental and social policies.
Nordelta is a 1,600 hectare (3,950 acre)
luxury private urban complex built on the
outskirts of Buenos Aires, on a wetland
from the Parana river that is the capy-
bara’s natural habitat. Many Nordelta resi-
dents have complained about capybara’s
ruining manicured lawns, biting pets and
causing traffic accidents.

Also known as a carpincho or chiguire,
the capybara is the largest rodent in the
world and can measure up to 1.35 meters
(53 inches) in length and reach 80 kilo-
grams (176 pounds) in weight. “Nordelta
is an exceptionally rich wetland that
should never have been touched,” biolo-

gist Sebastian di Martino, conservation
director at the Rewilding Argentina foun-
dation, told AFP. “Now that the damage
has been done, the residents need to
reach a certain level of coexistence with
the carpinchos,” said Di Martino. Built 20
years ago, Nordelta has homes, offices, a
shopping center, schools, a church, a syn-
agogue and an artificial lake that is home
to aquatic birds.

But since work to build a clinic began
on the last remaining piece of natural
land, many residents have noted a sud-
den capybara “invasion.” “Carpinchos
were always here. We always saw them
from time to time. But three or four
months ago (builders) went for their last
remaining stronghold and the stampede
began,” Perla Paggi, a Nordelta resident
and capybara activist, told AFP.

Nordelta and similar luxury develop-
ments on wetlands have also been a con-
troversial topic in Argentina. As well as
eating into the capybara’s natural habitat,
large scale development of the wetland

means the soil can no longer absorb
heavy rains, which then end up flooding
poorer surrounding neighborhoods. In
politically polarized Argentina, leftists have
long attacked Nordelta as an example of
elite exploitation, while jokingly presenting

the capybara as a hero of the working
classes.

Lack of predators 
Di Martino says the proliferation of

capybaras is harmful to the environment,
but that too is the fault of humans.
Capybaras are prey for jaguars, pumas,
foxes, wild cats and wild dogs but all of
these animals are now virtually extinct in
Argentina. “It’s happening all over the
country, in urbanized and non-urbanized
areas. It is caused by the alteration and
degradation of ecosystems. We’ve extin-
guished a ton of species that were their
natural predators,” Di Martino told AFP.

“The carpincho needs a predator to
reduce its population and also make it
afraid,” said Di Martino. “When there’s a
herbivore without a predator threatening
it, it doesn’t hide and can spend all day
eating, thereby degrading the vegetation
which traps less carbon and contributes
to climate change.” In the wild, capy-
baras live between eight and 10 years
and give birth to litters of up to six young,
once a year.

Not everyone in Nordelta views them
as a nuisance. In fact they have become
the main attraction in the residential com-
plex. Drivers slow down to take pictures of
them, while children seek them out at
nightfall for selfies. Some Nordelta resi-
dents want to create a natural reserve for
the capybaras to live in. “We have to learn
to live beside them, they’re not aggressive
animals,” said Paggi.

“A 20 to 30 hectare reserve is
enough to maintain diversity. They are
defenseless animals, we corner them,
we take away their habitat and now we
complain because they’re invading.” Di
Martino, though, says a natural reserve
would change nothing. “It’s complicated,
you need to keep them away from chil-
dren and pets. And then you’re going to
have to find a way to reduce the popula-
tion, maybe moving them to other
places.”— AFP

Capybaras are seen on the grass in a gated community in Tigre.

Visitors got a sneak peek at Universal
Studios’ first theme park in China
yesterday as the Beijing attraction

had a soft opening, drawing queues from
dawn. The park hosts rides inspired by
blockbuster film franchises including Harry
Potter and Jurassic World and is part of a
larger Universal-themed resort that
includes two hotels and a shopping street.
Liu Muhan, a 26-year-old university lectur-
er who dressed up in a witch costume for
the occasion, said she was looking for-
ward to the Harry Potter-themed area and
felt lucky to get in.

“I’ve been a hardcore Harry Potter fan
for more than 20 years,” Liu told AFP. “I’ve
wanted to come here for a long time.”
Yesterday’s trial run was open only to visi-
tors holding special corporate invitations.
The park promises water shows and close
encounters with an animatronic dinosaur,
while facial recognition cameras allow vis-
itors to open storage lockers, pay for
meals and join express queues for rides
without physical tickets. The Beijing
attraction, the US media conglomerate’s
fifth park globally, was first announced in
2014 after receiving approval from
Chinese authorities.

The city has since opened a dedicat-
ed subway station for the park.
Searches for the theme park on the pop-
ular Ctrip travel booking site soared

more than 800 percent on Monday after
the opening date was announced, state
media reported. The park is expected to
see a surge of visitors during the upcom-
ing week-long National Day holidays in
October, as pent-up tourism demand
from a summer marred by COVID-19
lockdowns spills into autumn. Visitors
yesterday were required to declare they
were not experiencing any COVID-19
symptoms and had to go through tem-
perature cameras to enter.

People queue to enter the Universal Studios
Beijing theme park.


